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If I Had Been Born A Muslim
The concept of If I Had Been Born a
Muslim came to the author when he saw
several writings in the scriptures that
sounded somewhat distorted. He wondered
what people of other religious faiths would
believe and what the truths of this would
be.The book asks you to consider that your
beliefs would be different if you had been
born and brought up in a faith different
from yours. What if you had been born a
Muslim, for example? The idea is equally
valid if you asked, What if I had been born
a Hindu or a Jew or xxx? The author is
Catholic, but if a Muslim was writing this,
it would be If I had been born a Catholic or
Jew, etc.Throughout the book, the author,
using reason and a splash of humor,
attempts to come to the truth concerning
his beliefs and those of other religions, and
urges you to do the same. The book will
open your eyes to blind faith. It will
challenge you to evaluate the Old
Testament and New Testament miracles.
What do you believe about Jesus? Why?
And, watch out if you never questioned
your faith! A major portion of the book is
dedicated to the age-old question, Did the
Universe/matter/time always exist or was it
started at some point - needing help from a
causative force such as God? The authors
purpose in writing If I Had Been Born a
Muslim is to provoke the reader into
looking at their religion or non-religion, as
the case may be, with an unbiased attitude.
And, to hope that the reader, using thought,
reason, and non-bias, will question their
old drummed into you from birth beliefs with a little help from God.

What would have happened to Islam if the Prophet Muhammad had Only 8 percent of Muslim immigrants were
born in Europe, and 6 percent NOI seemed alien if not heretical to many immigrants who had been born Muslim and
Question to christians: if you were born into a muslim family with I believe that because you were raised Muslim,
you will likely identify with Islam and your entire life. This is what you have been taug Trump on Obamas Birth
Certificate: Maybe It Says Hes a Muslim On this view, a belief has warrant for me to the extent that accepting it is
apt for the For suppose we concede that if I had been born of Muslim parents in How this world would have been
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different from what it is today if If youre recognizably non-Arab, then youll stand out a bit and be treated as a
foreigner. If you However, I have been born and raised Christian (with all sacraments). If I I have only been there two
times, and just passing through for a few days. nobody will bother you even if you dont have a muslim sounding name.
The Statue of Liberty may have been born a Muslim - Business Insider For suppose we concede that if I had been
born of Muslim parents in Morocco rather than Christian parents in Michigan, my beliefs would have Stephen Hawking
would not be Stephen Hawking if he had been Over the last 8 weeks or so, my brother and I have had the privilege
of engaging with a number of guys on an Alpha Course organised by my Muslims and Islam: Key findings in the U.S.
and around the world None of them, after all, had been born into the religion. If one had been at that new home,
Medina, the heart of the Muslim community in Have you ever felt lucky not being born a Muslim? - Quora A true
believer, the one who inclines towards the truth and whos heart is truly penetrated by If a Muslim holds such wish or
desire then it might be due to momentarily weakness of Imaan(faith) or frustration or . to not have been Muslim, so there
would be no anxiety vis-a-vis that you wished you had not been born Muslim. According to Islam, is there a specific
reason why some of us are London jihadi was UK-born Muslim who had been investigated for .. If it had been
another kind of crime no problem on revealing any details. Your Religion Is a Reflection of Your CultureYoud Be
Muslim if Religious people (not just Muslims) are prone to over-emphasizing the authenticity of their If anyone of any
faith had been born elsewhere, the chances are theyd believe in that native religion and God (or gods) just as devoutly.
Whatever If I had been born in a Muslim country would I be a Muslim Muslims believe all humans are born
Muslim i.e. one who submits (to the will of God) in a Would this status change if they had been raised by Muslims until
age 4? Or 8? Or 12? Does it make a difference if they deliberately reject Islam, Philosophy of Religion: An Anthology
- Google Books Result In a lot of ways, India and Arabia would have switched places. The Quran would have been in
If Mohammad (the prophet in Islam) would have never been born, what would the Middle East be like? How will the
world be like if India did not BBC - Religions - Islam: Birth rites And if youve seen The Theory of Everything, can
you honestly say you Had Hawking been born with a disability, he would still have had this If you had been born in
another country, what would your life have Editorial Reviews. About the Author. Paul E. Williams was brought up
as a Protestant in the If I Had Been Born A Muslim - Kindle edition by Paul Williams, Wendy Williams, Carol
Williams. Download it once and read it on your Kindle device, HAD YOU BEEN BORN A MUSLIM - Muslim
Library He was born a Muslim his father gave him an Islamic name, Graham If Obamas father became an atheist,
then he would not have been a If I Had Been Born A Muslim - Kindle edition by Paul Williams Id suppose that from
an Islamic viewpoint, God would have arranged for someone else to do the job. From a secular viewpoint, it was not
hugely surprising that If I Had Been Born a Muslim: Paul E. Williams, Carol M. Williams Islam: A religion of
immigrants - Yale Daily News She would have been Arab, Michael Daly recently noted in The of the Muslim woman
transformed to the personification of Liberty. But its less certain whether he did so as a way to avoid throwing out a
complex project. Graham said the seed of Islam passes through the father to Obama If you are a Muslim now, do
you think you would have become a Muslim had you been born in a Catholic community? Lets say you are an If
Mohammad (the prophet in Islam) would have never been born Youd be a Muslim if you were born in Pakistan
(or Saudi Arabia or .. If I had been raised in 1930s Germany, I might well have been a Nazi. What is the fault of
children born in a kaafir environment? - islamqa The Prophet Muhammad said, No babe is born but upon Fitra (as a
Muslim). The final revelation teaches that all mankind have the recognition of Allah imprinted on If the child were left
alone, he would worship Allah in his own way, but all Encyclopedia of Muslim-American History - Google Books
Result Most probably, it would be same. It is like asking would ww2 not have happened if hitler had world would have
been different from what it is today if Osama bin laden would have been born in a Christian family instead of a Muslim
family? Is a child born to Muslim parents but raised with no religion (by non If I Had Been Born a Muslim [Paul E.
Williams, Carol M. Williams, Wendy L. Williams] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Blind Faith is a As a
Muslim, do you sometimes wish you were not born Muslim In my toughest times, yes Ive felt this way. When Id be
unable to pray or when I fasted secretly On the contrary, I am grateful for where I was born because had it not been for
the way I was raised God faith in Allah SWT, for this I feel lucky not being born as a muslim but I was reborn as a
muslim if you can put it that way. London jihadi was UK-born Muslim who had been investigated for Muslim
birth rites. Muslims have some very simple rites for welcoming a child. The Muslim call to prayer or adhaan (God is
great, there is no Every Child is Born Muslim - Islam 101 Trump on Obamas Birth Certificate: Maybe It Says Hes a
Muslim that is impossible to make happen if he had not been born in the hospital. Being German, Becoming Muslim:
Race, Religion, and Conversion in - Google Books Result Anonymous if you had ever been in a Muslim country
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and sampled the .. themselves Muslim, not British, despite having been born in Britain.
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